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P11 Parish For
I’m contacting you with regard to the proposed extension to the 30mph speed limit and introduction of a new 40mph speed limit on the A686 at either side of Melmerby village.
I fully support these changes as I feel they are a very positive step towards trying to reduce speeding traffic, antisocial driving and the noise levels and danger this creates for residents and
other road users.

ALL Cycling UK For

Many thanks for the email with annexures. I write this email on behalf of Eden Valley Group (Cycling UK) as Campaigns Officer.
The various schemes proposed covering these villages - Melmerby, Culgaith, Garrigill, Lazonby, Catterlen, Bampton, Greystoke, Carleton Brow, Helton, Alston, Blencow, Castleton and Croglin
are all of interest to local and visiting cyclists.
Regulation by reducing speed of traffic be it in conurbations small and large, on 'quiet country lanes' and through small settlements makes for more enjoyable cycling. In turn that enjoyment
should increase the use of cycles for leisure as well as mundane travel (work / shopping etc) in turn leading to a more healthy environment.
The extensions of speed limitations proposed are accordingly welcomed in their generality as would yet further extensions.

P11 Parish For
Melmerby Parish Council met on 19th October and would like to formally submit their full support for the revised speed limits for Melmerby.  In addition the Parish Council would like to
request a Vehicle Activation Sign on the approach to the village from the Hartside Road.

P11 Resident Against

I am a resident of Melmerby and grew up in the village, being over 40 years old this gives me plenty of firsthand knowledge of the traffic situation in the village.
 I have recently looked at the proposed changes to the speed limits around the village but have not partaken in any previous meetings or other elements of the consultation.  If asked
(unprompted by any of the proposals set out) if I was aware of any issues regarding traffic I would only be able to mention the problem of noise created by motorcyclists on summer
weekends and bank holidays. To my knowledge the incidence of accidents on any of the roads highlighted for change are very minimal. I only recollect two incidents in the past 40 years,
and I don’t believe either of them were to do with excessive speed.   On face value it appears these mitigations are a way of tackling the noise problem and have no other evidential basis to
them, the sections of road highlighted have no pedestrian refuge at present and although some people including myself use the East side of the A686 to walk to Melmerby fell, I don’t
believe these measures offer any kind improvement to safety. I would go as far to say the proposal to the West could be counter productive and wrongly give the illusion of safety to
pedestrians, especially tourists. This stretch of road is completely unsuitable for any pedestrian activity, having attempted it a couple of times myself I would never do so again as it is just far
too dangerous even with a 30 MPH limit, it is far too narrow and there is no refuge points along many parts of it. I fear that such a change might encourage pedestrians to walk from the
caravan site to the village and this would be a huge mistake. The East side has plenty of refuge areas and changing the speed limit would not make any difference to safety, in fact the worst
part for pedestrians is within the current 30 MPH zone when the grass banking disappears on both sides.  The noise created by motorbikes occurs on the East entrance to Melmerby not the
West,  the noise created by these bikes is still very loud at 30/40 mph, only noticeably decreasing when slowing down for the sharp corner into the village at about 20mph. As it is an area
of open countryside the noise travels very far so even when bikes have gone passed the proposed area of change. There is a very tight corner before the proposed 40mph zone on the East
of the village which naturally causes normal traffic to slow down to 30mph or under. Nearly all normal traffic stays under 40mph during the remainder of the journey to the existing 30mph
zone as there is little need accelerating down the short straight to the village. It is though true that some motorcyclists and others do accelerate along this stretch when leaving the village.
The planning implications of extending the 30MPH zone must be taken into consideration when assessing these changes. Such changes would open the door to more development within
the 30MPH zone, when (and not if) this happens you will be back to square one as new houses will now be as close to the problem as current ones. Perhaps the issue of noise is best
tackled a different way?  At the very least I would suggest it is important to carry out a speed survey and make sure the noise is in fact produced by vehicles travelling over 30/40MPH. It
would also seem sensible to construct a temporary 30/40MPH zone and monitor its success. It seems rather presumptuous to go from idea to long term reality with no in-between testing of
the apparent solution. Perhaps next summer the 30/40MPH zone could tested to be sure altering the make up of the village is not done unnecessarily.
 Given the implications of changing the 30MPH zone for planning it may also be worth considering that the entirety of the new zone be 40MPH. While the noise is unwelcome, it is not all
year and it seems unfair to needlessly slow down traffic because of the actions of a few misguided motorcyclists. I’m sure a 40MPH zone would be ample to dissuade the worst culprits
especially if it is enforced. I accept a lack of speed limit creates a difficult situation but 30MPH is quite slow for normal drivers. Again this could be tested at 40MPH and probably should be
before assuming the answer is to effectively half the speed limit on that stretch of road.   In general this seems like an exaggerated response which has long term implications for the make
up of the village, with no apparent surveys being carried out to justify its implementation and no proposals for testing out what is an unsubstantiated idea for remedying a problem which is
likely to still exists even if this proposal is fully adopted. I would like to see a more incremental and scientific approach to this problem.
 Don’t get me wrong, I hate the noise created by these motorcyclists, as a regular pedestrian user of the A686 to the East it is a source of great dissatisfaction, however before measures are
taken that start to alter the freedoms of other more sensible people (on a daily basis), I hope that all other avenues can be explored and fully exhausted before jumping in the deep end.

P3 Parish For Dacre PC are fully in support of this proposal for Blencow!



P11 Resident For

I wish to voice my support for the proposed traffic changes to the A686 at Melmerby.
These are much needed changes as a result of the ongoing issue with antisocial behaviour from a number of road users which persists from March until October whenever there is good
weather.
The noise in particular has become a considerable nuisance to residents as well as the potentially dangerous nature of some of the driving.
The proposals should help to significantly alleviate these issues and help to make the village a safer and pleasanter environment in which to live or for visitors to enjoy.

P11 Resident For

I whole heartedly support this initiative. For years the A686 at Melmerby has been misused as a race track esp in the summer and bank holidays with inappropriate driving from recreational
vehicles, including packs of  motorbikes, cars and the organized groups who go through each end and in the village at dangerous speeds and little respect for the residents esp children and
older residents who need to cross the A686 to reach other parts of the village. In addition many have converted exhausts to maximise their noise impact and cause an ongoing noise
nuisance.
Melmerby  - A686 is as a result of bad driving, dangerous, stressful and inappropriately used as the gateway to and from the Hartside pass where recreational drivers use it as a race track. (
There are even photographers to capture riders on tight bends) Reports have been written over a 30-year period about the impact on the residents along the route. I for one avoid using the
road at busy times for fear of accidents.
The idea of increasing the speed limit at both ends is a positive action on behalf of highways and long overdue. I support this.

P11 Resident For

I am getting in touch to register my support for the proposed extension of the 30mph speed limit at either end of Melmerby Village and also for the 40 mph buffer zone beyond it.
I think it is a much needed measure that will slow traffic in and out of the village, make the turn off to Gamblesby safer, and reduce vehicles speeding, accelerating and creating a noise
nuisance as they go up Hartside; a noise nuisance, incidentally, that can be heard in Gamblesby all day on fine weekends.
I give it my wholehearted support.

P11 Resident For
We write to support the proposed changes to the speed limits on the entrance and exits to Melmerby. We hope this may go some way towards encouraging the reduced speed of sports cars
and motorbikes here as the noise their excessive  acceleration causes is appalling and has been ever since we moved here. We live right on the corner of the road to Gamblesby and the
straight stretch up to Hartside.
We hope that the extensions to the 30mph zone and the new 40mph buffer zones will help the situation and also enable the police to use the site up the Hartside road to monitor speed

P11 Resident For

We are writing in support of the proposed extensions to the 30mph zones on both sides of Melmerby on the A686 but also to the inclusion of 40mph buffer zones ahead of these. We have
been shocked at the level of both dangerous and antisocial driving behaviour that can be witnessed routinely in and around the village. There is a community speedwatch initiative in place
and we have an occasional presence from Cumbria speed vans but the level of hobby and leisure driving increases dramatically between May and October with weekends and evenings being
real hotspots across the summer period in particular. There are multiple challenges on this particular stretch of the A686 but one key stretch of road is the exit from the village toward
Hartside where there is a long straight section of 60mph limit immediately after a very short section of 30mph. This contributes to two routine nuisance and dangerous driving habits -
aggressive acceleration out of the village and equally aggressive and late braking on entry to the village at an essentially blind corner.
We have written previously to Laura McClellan detailing our support at the initial consultation whilst also contributing to the community voice that was asking for the 30mph zone to be
extended and it is really encouraging to see that the community had been listened to and we believe that the revised proposals could make a real difference. On both sides of the village,
having a buffer zone will help guide drivers into a suitable speed - this will be helpful for drivers who suddenly find themselves needing to move from 60mph to 30mph - buffer zones will
also help underline that the road is about to travel through a residential area. On the Alston side of the village, the buffer zone will help reduce late braking but also the sudden gear
dropping and general noise pollution that comes with this.
The extension of the 30 mph limit on the Hartside exit will help encourage drivers to maintain a sensible and safe speed until the road is at the first of two sharp bends. It is a very common
occurrence for drivers to over anticipate the 60mph straight stretch and to overtake when it is simply not safe to do so. There is also frequent aggressive acceleration from motorcycles in
particular which causes considerable noise pollution for residents who are close to this section of road. We have copied in our original comments for your reference though would add that
these predate the now revised layout for the 30mph zones and 40mph buffer zones for which we are grateful.
The revised proposals will greatly benefit the local community - thank you for listening to us.

P8 Resident For

I'm writing in support of the suggested 30mph limit in Garrigill.
People have mentioned on Facebook etc that you can't go fast through Garrigill, but that's not the truth and especially the straight road from Leadgate  end through the village towards
Tynehead vehicles fly along it, bikers race it and if like us you have kids and dogs it's dangerous to cross the road just by The Green.
 Also red squirrels have recently been knocked down and killed along the suggested speed limit, so we hope this can help these beautiful creatures.
Horses are a hazard too, I turned a corner to be faced with three horses recently,  luckily I was only doing 25 mph .

P11 Resident For

I have lobbied for this allready when I pressed your colleague Laura McClellan from a Climate Emergency point of view as well as Road Safety.
I fully support it and just get on with it please and implement it.
Further consultation and Dithering is a Tory trait and just look at the mess this country is in now! I have noticed that the public meeting date is February 2021, that clearly is 2022. A 2021
meeting would have broken Coronavirus Law back then.
I would like to add that It should be your departments ambition to have installed permanent average speed cameras on the A686 and A66 to curb speeding, which if rolled out across the
country with reduced motorway speed limit which I feel is crucially important, will actually reduce inflation by likely 1-2%. I doubt that the Chancellor will be the slightest bit interested as he
is determined to implement Austerity 2 on all of us.



P11 Resident For

I am writing in response to the request for comments on the proposed introduction of additional speed restrictions on sections of the A686 to the east and west of Melmerby.
My thoughts are as follows:
The proposal to introduce 40mph speed limits on a section of the road to the east and to the west of the village is a positive move forward and I support it. This is because:
o Whilst the narrow and tightly twisting section of the road to the west of the village is a natural speed limiter and vehicles currently would be hard pressed to exceed 40mph even if they
tried, it would be good to have it defined and I would be further in favour of extending the length of that speed restriction to further west than proposed (as far as Colstons Farm) as there
have been approx 6 deer collisions in recent years in the vicinity of the westerly end of the proposed restriction, where the road straightens, and this might benefit both motorists and
wildlife.
o Motorists approaching the village from Hartside would benefit from a stepping down of speed (national limit – 40mph – 30mph) as it is a very tight left hand corner by the Gamblesby
road junction.
o Motorists heading east (Hartside bound) from the Gamblesby road junction naturally pick up speed because it is a long straight road. Thus introducing a 40mph section beyond the current
30mph limit seems a good move in theory. But it would only be effective if it is policed regularly.
In addition I offer the following observations:
• A vehicle heading Hartside bound from the Gamblesby junction and exceeding 30mph may not be seen as a hazard as there are few, if any, pedestrians ever on that section of road. A
greater hazard and nuisance here is the level of noise from vehicles – especially motorbikes and high powered sport cars. These vehicles can be revved high to 10000rpm or more in low
gear and be within the speed limit but the amount of noise they make as a result is both a real nuisance and completely anti-social. These proposals do not address that and I am not aware
of any level of discussion regarding noise pollution in this part of the village. I believe a sequence of chicanes on this section of road would be more beneficial as it would limit the ability of
vehicles to accelerate away and keep them within acceptable speed/noise parameters.
• Motorists tend to pick up speed when heading west (Penrith bound) from the junction with the Gamblesby road and it is a clear hazard trying to cross the road by the bus shelter. Visibility
is not good for both drivers and pedestrians. That is something that needs to be addressed and these proposals do not do that.
• I would be further in favour of restricting speed to 20mph along Church Road because it is a busy thoroughfare, there are a number of families with young children and there are no
footpaths.

P11 Resident For I wish to support the proposal to amend the speed limits at either side of the village.

P11 Resident For
I wish to add my support for the proposal to amend the speed limits at either side of village on the A686. With family and grandchildren living in the village it’s vital to ensure the safety and
wellbeing of local residents and visitors. Excessive noise and speed of some motorists puts residents/pedestrians at considerable risk of danger.

P11 Resident For

Following the considerable efforts of our Action Group I am very pleased to see that a proposal has been made, and approved by EDC,  to amend the speed limits at either side of the village
on the A686.
The village is at the foot of the Hartside Pass which is a draw for motor-bikers and cavalcades of souped up cars.  Not only that it is a through road from the north-east to the lakes and
beyond.
Speed restrictions are the first notifications of caution/hazards to drivers and whereas this may not completely cure the problems of speeding, dangerous driving and associated noise it is a
very welcome step forward to gaining some sort of safety and peace in our village.
I look forward to seeing the new speed signs in place and am hopeful that they will have the desired effect.

P11 Resident For I am writing in support of the proposal to extend the 30 MPH speed limits in Melmerby and introduce 40 MPH buffer zones.

P9 Resident For

I am writing with regard to the notice given that the speed limits around entry to Greystoke village will be reduced to 40mph.  I support this proposal.  We are writing with particular
reference to the Berrier road between Greystoke and Berrier (see attached map), to the south of Jefferson Garth, which is to be reduced to 40mph prior to entering the 30mph zone.  I
support this action. However I would propose that the measures go further, and that the proposed 40mph limit is reduced to a 30mph limit.  There is a blind bend within the proposed zone
for vehicles entering and leaving the village.  This is directly on the Coast to Coast cycle path and routinely has cyclists approaching the village at speed down the steep hill from the south
encountering accelerating vehicles leaving the village at speed from the north.  Local cyclists, including young children (see attached photo) also regularly use the route and in my opinion
are exposed to the dangers of speeding cars.  40mph, is, in my opinion, still too fast and could still result in serious injury or death to the cyclists or walkers etc..  A 30mph zone would be
better as it would put vehicle drivers on their guard until around the blind bend.  Children, walkers, dog walkers and horse riders from the village stables regularly use this road for leisure
and amenity purposes.  There is no footpath in the proposed area and so they are all particularly exposed around this bend and are an accident waiting to happen.  Surely with a reduction,
prior to the bend, to a 30mph zone would be easy to implement and would mean that everything that could be reasonably done to reduce accidents and deaths would be done.

P6 Parish For
Ainstable Parish Council welcomes the proposals for traffic calming in Croglin. We would like to make the following suggestions:
•South of Croglin, extend the proposed 40mph zone past the Scarrowmanwick turn in, as it’s rather a sharp bend.
•North of Croglin, extend the 30mph zone further up the hill on the B6413 and then add the proposed 40pmh zone.



P10 Resident For

I would like to make comment regarding the proposed speed restriction changes in and around Helton as outlined in the Order referred to above.
I support fully the proposal for a 30 mph limit on the C3043 through Helton. This is a fast and increasingly busy stretch of the road, with pedestrian use also increasing. I trust there will be
periodic mobile camera monitoring to encourage adherence to this limit.
On the other hand, to propose a 30 mph limit on the unclassified village road is entirely inappropriate. This road is already blighted by increasing use by delivery vans and tourists who have
little regard for sensible speeds and 30 mph signs would only serve to validate such behaviour. A limit of maximum 20 mph would be more appropriate and even that speed is too fast in
my opinion. I hope the council will reconsider this particular proposal.

P11 Resident For
As a resident of Melmerby I hope I am not too late to support the proposed changes to speed limits around the village. Speeding and the noise of vehicles is inevitable when the A686
passes through the middle of the village but I believe that the proposals could improve matters.


